AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

The Thomas Donald Hammell Memorial Award in Anesthesia
For making the greatest contribution to the residency program (as chosen by the other residents).
1994  Basem Naser  
1995  Chong Chow  
1996  Cameron Guest  
1997  Robert Chen  
1998  Rassamee Ling  
1999  Naseer Baig  
2000  Brian Nishimura  
2001  Elaine Ng  
2002  Viren Naik  
2003  Trisha Mark  
2004  Shawn Mawhinney  
2005  Susan French  
2006  Randy Yue

The Dr. John Desmond Award
For excellence in undergraduate teaching.
1994  Christina Benedict  
1995  Pam Morgan  
1996  Isabella Devito  
1997  Irene McGhee  
1998  Ron Crago  
1999  Susan Bertram  
2000  John Bradley  
2001  Carmencita Castro  
2002  Hal Braden  
2003  Beverly Morningstar  
2004  Dragan Djordjevic  
2005  Jordan Tarshis  
2006  Gordon Urbach

The Dr. Gerald Edelist Award
For excellence in postgraduate teaching.
1995  Alan Laws (posthumous)  
1996  Chiddam Ananthanarayan  
1997  Patricia Houston  
1998  Irene McGhee  
1999  Robert Creighton  
2000  Joseph Kay  
2001  Ronald Crago  
2002  Marianne Graham  
2003  Mark Levine  
2004  Mary Ellen Cooke  
2005  David J. McKnight  
2006  Patricia Murphy
The Hynek Rothbart Award
For presenting the best paper at the Shields Research Day.
1994 Karen McRae
1995 Brendan O'Hare
1996 Robert Chen
1997 Daisy Ip
1998 Frank Reinders
1999 John Laffey
2000 John Emery
2001 Viren Naik
2002 Anahi Perlas
2003 Not awarded
2004 Eric-You Ten
2005 Denis Rohan
2006 Peter Darby

Dr. Alan K. Laws Clinician Scientist Fellowship
To provide salary support for a resident who undertakes graduate level training in a related field.
2002 Duminda Wijeysundera
2003 Jens Tan
2004 Antoine Pronovost/Timothy Welke
2005 Dov Weiss

Dr. Alan K. Laws Travel Award
Awarded annually to provide support and encouragement for a senior resident in the Department of Anesthesia to further their academic interests by traveling to a foreign site to experience anesthesia as practiced elsewhere.
1996 Philip Peng
1997 Stephane Lambert
1998 Hwan Joo
1999 Rosaleen Chun
2000 Harald Bettger
2001 Carol Loffelmann
2002 Teddy Lim
2003 Trisha Mark
2004 Richard Brull
2005 Alan Chaput

Dr. Alan W. Conn Graduate Award
Awarded to a post-graduate trainee registered in a Master’s or Ph.D. degree program.
2005 Anton Marinov

Dr. Evelyn Bateman Award
For excellence in anesthesia at the undergraduate level.
1994 Desmond Lam
1995 Laura Hopkins
1996 Carol Loffelmann
1997 Ursula Jurt
1998 Shawn Mawhinney
1999 Jens Looser
2000 Gordon Buduhan
2001 Renee Allard
2002 Julie Lajoie
2003 Hance Clarke
2004 Nicholas Lo
2005 Kevin Lai
2006 Ben-Ari Fried/Cara Polson
FACULTY TEACHING AWARDS

Lisa Bahrey  Wightman-Berris Academy Undergraduate Teaching Award

HOSPITAL TEACHING AWARDS

Ken Lin  St. Michael’s Dr. A.J. Dunn Award for Undergraduate Education

Brian Pollard and Jeffrey Wassermann  St. Michael’s Dr. A.J. Dunn Award for Postgraduate Education

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

Robert Byrick  Canadian Anesthesiologist’s Gold Medal 2006

Vincent Chan  Editorial Board, Anesthesia & Analgesia, April 2006

Treasurer, American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine

Greg Hare  Keenan Collaborative Research Award, May 2005

A.C. Bryan Award for best paper by a Graduate Student

Brian Kavanagh  Editorial Board, American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine

Editorial Board, Intensive Care Medicine


Beverley Orser  Canadian Anesthesiologists’ Society Research Recognition Award 2006

Philip Peng  Treasurer of Canadian Neuromodulation Society

Wei-Yang Lu  NARSAD Essel Investigator 2005

STUDENT AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Robert Bonin  NSERC, $17,000 (Supervisor: Dr. Beverley Orser)


Anya McLaren  Recipient of the A.C. Bryan Award for best paper by a graduate student. *Increased HIF-1α and VEGF expression in rat cerebral cortex with acute hemodilution.* May 5, 2006.

Peter Slinger  Elected Fellow, College of Anaesthetists, Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland, 2006.

Recipient of the Best Poster Award, Shields Research Day. *nNOS contributes to protective mechanisms in rodents during acute hemodilutional anemia.* May 5, 2006.